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Red Rain
Publication information obtained from Amazon.com.

Twins
Zadie Smith’s dazzling debut caught critics grasping
for comparisons and deciding on everyone from
Charles Dickens to Salman Rushdie to John Irving and
Martin Amis. But the truth is that Zadie Smith’s voice
is remarkably, fluently, and altogether wonderfully
her own. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved
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novels by PBS’s The Great American Read At the
center of this invigorating novel are two unlikely
friends, Archie Jones and Samad Iqbal. Hapless
veterans of World War II, Archie and Samad and their
families become agents of England’s irrevocable
transformation. A second marriage to Clara Bowden, a
beautiful, albeit tooth-challenged, Jamaican half his
age, quite literally gives Archie a second lease on life,
and produces Irie, a knowing child whose personality
doesn’t quite match her name (Jamaican for “no
problem”). Samad’s late-in-life arranged marriage (he
had to wait for his bride to be born), produces twin
sons whose separate paths confound Iqbal’s every
effort to direct them, and a renewed, if selective,
submission to his Islamic faith. Set against London’ s
racial and cultural tapestry, venturing across the
former empire and into the past as it barrels toward
the future, White Teeth revels in the ecstatic
hodgepodge of modern life, flirting with disaster,
confounding expectations, and embracing the
comedy of daily existence.

Diary of a Horse Mad Girl
Twins - Book 19: Double TroubleDouble Trouble is
what Casey gets in this book. Not only does she have
to deal with Meg but another unexpected problem
arises as well. Most importantly though, is the issue of
Ali's dad. Will he survive the car accident and if so,
what condition will he be in? This book spirals into
more drama as the events unfold, with Meg wreaking
even more havoc. The sooner she leaves town, the
better. But she still has one more surprise up her
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sleeve, and the twins are not prepared for it at all.
Another great addition to the popular Twins series,
this is a great book for girls 9-12 and above.

The Goddess Twins
Rhyming text explores the number two, especially as
it relates to twins, who are "just as two as two can
be." On board pages.

The Other Twin
Claire and Luna may be witches, but there’s no easy
spell to stop a wedding! Though identical on the
outside, ten-year-old twins Claire and Luna Bundkin
are as different on the inside as peaches and peanut
butter. Claire is mischievous and Luna is a dreamer,
but they do share a favorite hobby: witchcraft.
Whether it’s making breakfast or washing dishes,
there’s nothing a five-star witch can’t accomplish with
a wave of her pinkie finger. But there are two strict
rules: Don’t tell Mom, and don’t try any spells without
Grandy—their magical grandmother—watching. When
Claire and Luna’s father announces that he’s getting
remarried to a loudmouthed Texas woman named
Fluffy, the twins know they need to do something to
stop the wedding. Fluffy wouldn’t be a bad
stepmother, but Claire and Luna know that she would
lure their father to far-away Houston. A spell might be
the only way to save their dad, and they’ll try
anything. Even if magic usually lands them in a pot of
trouble. This ebook features a personal history by
Adele Griffin including rare images and never-beforePage 3/26
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seen documents from the author’s own collection.

The Templeton Twins Have an Idea
Books for Girls 9-12: Twins Book 2 continues the
exciting and suspenseful story of two look-alike girls
who have discovered the life-changing that secret
their parents have managed to keep hidden from
them since birth. But when Casey and Ali decide to
use their newfound knowledge to have some fun
whilst on camp, dire consequences unfold. Will the
pair be caught out or will they manage to keep their
secret intact? Then, when Jake Hanley, the very cute
boy from school shows an interest in both girls, things
become more complicated than ever. You will love the
continuation of this wonderful series. It includes more
drama, suspense, boy crushes and friendships that
will keep you entertained and on the edge of your
seat wondering what is going to happen next. A
fabulous book for girls that all young readers will
enjoy.

Twins
In Lori Lansens’ astonishing second novel, readers
come to know and love two of the most remarkable
characters in Canadian fiction. Rose and Ruby are
twenty-nine-year-old conjoined twins. Born during a
tornado to a shocked teenaged mother in the hospital
at Leaford, Ontario, they are raised by the nurse who
helped usher them into the world. Aunt Lovey and her
husband, Uncle Stash, are middle-aged and with no
children of their own. They relocate from the town to
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the drafty old farmhouse in the country that has been
in Lovey’s family for generations. Joined to Ruby at
the head, Rose’s face is pulled to one side, but she
has full use of her limbs. Ruby has a beautiful face,
but her body is tiny and she is unable to walk. She
rests her legs on her sister’s hip, rather like a small
child or a doll. In spite of their situation, the girls lead
surprisingly separate lives. Rose is bookish and a
baseball fan. Ruby is fond of trash TV and has a
passion for local history. Rose has always wanted to
be a writer, and as the novel opens, she begins to pen
her autobiography. Here is how she begins: I have
never looked into my sister’s eyes. I have never
bathed alone. I have never stood in the grass at night
and raised my arms to a beguiling moon. I’ve never
used an airplane bathroom. Or worn a hat. Or been
kissed like that. I’ve never driven a car. Or slept
through the night. Never a private talk. Or solo walk.
I’ve never climbed a tree. Or faded into a crowd. So
many things I’ve never done, but oh, how I’ve been
loved. And, if such things were to be, I’d live a
thousand lives as me, to be loved so exponentially.
Ruby, with her marvellous characteristic logic, points
out that Rose’s autobiography will have to be Ruby’s
as well — and how can she trust Rose to represent
her story accurately? Soon, Ruby decides to chime in
with chapters of her own. The novel begins with Rose,
but eventually moves to Ruby’s point of view and
then switches back and forth. Because the girls face
in slightly different directions, neither can see what
the other is writing, and they don’t tell each other
either. The reader is treated to sometimes
overlapping stories told in two wonderfully distinct
styles. Rose is given to introspection and secrecy.
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Ruby’s style is "tell-all" — frank and decidedly sweet.
We learn of their early years as the town "freaks" and
of Lovey’s and Stash’s determination to give them as
normal an upbringing as possible. But when we meet
them, both Lovey and Stash are dead, the girls have
moved back into town, and they’ve received some
ominous news. They are on the verge of becoming
the oldest surviving craniopagus (joined at the head)
twins in history, but the question of whether they’ll
live to celebrate their thirtieth birthday is suddenly
impossible to answer. In Rose and Ruby, Lori Lansens
has created two precious characters, each distinct
and loveable in their very different ways, and has
given them a world in Leaford that rings absolutely
true. The girls are unforgettable. The Girls is nothing
short of a tour de force.

Twins
A New York Times Bestseller • A Read with Jenna
Today Show Book Club Pick! Named a Best Book of
the Year by The New York Times Book Review, The
Washington Post, People, Entertainment Weekly, USA
Today, TIME, The A.V. Club, Buzzfeed, and PopSugar
“I can’t believe how good this book is. It’s wholly
original. It’s also perfect. Wilson writes with such a
light touch. The brilliance of the novel [is] that it
distracts you with these weirdo characters and
mesmerizing and funny sentences and then hits you
in a way you didn’t see coming. You’re laughing so
hard you don’t even realize that you’ve suddenly
caught fire.” —Taffy Brodesser-Akner, author of
Fleishman is in Trouble, New York Times Book Review
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From the New York Times bestselling author of The
Family Fang, a moving and uproarious novel about a
woman who finds meaning in her life when she begins
caring for two children with a remarkable ability.
Lillian and Madison were unlikely roommates and yet
inseparable friends at their elite boarding school. But
then Lillian had to leave the school unexpectedly in
the wake of a scandal and they’ve barely spoken
since. Until now, when Lillian gets a letter from
Madison pleading for her help. Madison’s twin
stepkids are moving in with her family and she wants
Lillian to be their caretaker. However, there’s a catch:
the twins spontaneously combust when they get
agitated, flames igniting from their skin in a startling
but beautiful way. Lillian is convinced Madison is
pulling her leg, but it’s the truth. Thinking of her deadend life at home, the life that has consistently
disappointed her, Lillian figures she has nothing to
lose. Over the course of one humid, demanding
summer, Lillian and the twins learn to trust each
other—and stay cool—while also staying out of the
way of Madison’s buttoned-up politician husband.
Surprised by her own ingenuity yet unused to the
intense feelings of protectiveness she feels for them,
Lillian ultimately begins to accept that she needs
these strange children as much as they need
her—urgently and fiercely. Couldn’t this be the start
of the amazing life she’d always hoped for? With
white-hot wit and a big, tender heart, Kevin Wilson
has written his best book yet—a most unusual story of
parental love.

Witch School
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Twins - Book 13: Camp Problems The drama escalates
in this new addition to the Twins series. Casey is not
the only one forced to deal with Madison, the girl who
insists on taking over. Madison soon causes trouble
for Ali, Brie, and the other campers as well. Madison's
annoying behavior even leads to a near disaster of
the worst kind. Casey, however, manages to battle
through and soon develops a newfound confidence
that leads to unexpected circumstances; something
that no one ever anticipated, especially her twin
sister, Ali. This book will surprise you with some plot
twists that you may never have seen coming! Read
through until the end, to discover what eventuates in
this exciting book for girls 9 - 12 and beyond.

Twins
The founder of the Twiniversity website offers a
complete guide to expectant mothers for surviving
the birth of twins, including how to breastfeed for two,
sticking to a single sleeping schedule and provides a
list of the most essential baby items. Original. 40,000
first printing.

White Teeth
The New York Times bestselling author of the
Goosebumps and Fear Street series delivers a
terrifying horror novel for adults centered on a town
in the grip of a sinister revolt. After travel writer Lea
Sutter barely survives a merciless hurricane on a tiny
island off the South Carolina coast, she impulsively
brings two orphaned twin boys home with her to Long
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Island. Samuel and Daniel seem amiable and
intensely grateful at first, but no one in Lea’s family
anticipates the twins’ true evil nature—or predicts
that within a few weeks’ time her husband, a
controversial child psychologist, will be implicated in
two brutal murders. “The horror is grisly” (Associated
Press) in legendary author R.L. Stine’s “creepy, fun
read” (Library Journal)—an homage to the millions of
adult fans who grew up reading his classic series and
a must-read for every fan of deviously inventive
chillers.

Becoming Nicole
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The inspiring true
story of transgender actor and activist Nicole Maines,
whose identical twin brother, Jonas, and ordinary
American family join her on an extraordinary journey
to understand, nurture, and celebrate the uniqueness
in us all. Nicole appears as TV’s first transgender
superhero on CW’s Supergirl When Wayne and Kelly
Maines adopted identical twin boys, they thought
their lives were complete. But by the time Jonas and
Wyatt were toddlers, confusion over Wyatt’s
insistence that he was female began to tear the
family apart. In the years that followed, the Maineses
came to question their long-held views on gender and
identity, to accept Wyatt’s transition to Nicole, and to
undergo a wrenching transformation of their own, the
effects of which would reverberate through their
entire community. Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist
Amy Ellis Nutt spent almost four years reporting this
story and tells it with unflinching honesty, intimacy,
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and empathy. In her hands, Becoming Nicole is more
than an account of a courageous girl and her
extraordinary family. It’s a powerful portrait of a
slowly but surely changing nation, and one that will
inspire all of us to see the world with a little more
humanity and understanding. Named One of the Ten
Best Books of the Year by People • One of the Best
Books of the Year by The New York Times Book
Review and Men’s Journal • A Stonewall Honor Book in
Nonfiction • Finalist for the Lambda Literary Award for
Transgender Nonfiction “Fascinating and
enlightening.”—Cheryl Strayed “If you aren’t moved
by Becoming Nicole, I’d suggest there’s a lump of
dark matter where your heart should be.”—The New
York Times “Exceptional . . . ‘Stories move the walls
that need to be moved,’ Nicole told her father last
year. In telling Nicole’s story and those of her brother
and parents luminously, and with great compassion
and intelligence, that is exactly what Amy Ellis Nutt
has done here.”—The Washington Post “A profoundly
moving true story about one remarkable family’s
evolution.”—People “Becoming Nicole is a miracle. It’s
the story of a family struggling with—and
embracing—a transgender child. But more than that,
it’s about accepting one another, and ourselves, in all
our messy, contradictory glory.”—Jennifer Finney
Boylan, former co-chair of GLAAD and author of She’s
Not There: A Life in Two Genders

The Tuttle Twins Learn About The Law
Ava and Lexi, high school seniors and identical twins,
created an imaginary triplet, Alicia, to date and dump
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boys but now they are being stalked and
impersonated by the sister they invented and their
former dates are turning up dead.

Jacob Have I Loved
Abigail and John, the Templeton twins, and their dog
Cassie, foil a pair of inept kidnappers intent on
stealing one of their father's newest inventions.

Books for Girls - Twins
Follow the true adventures of Abbie and her first
ponies, Sparkle (a beautiful Palomino) and Tara (an
amazing Arab) in her 5 diaries. Yes, she is a horse
mad girl and when she gets her very first ponyall her
dreams come truebut have they? Abbie is forced to
encounter chasing bulls, friendship problems, injured
and sick horses and even the death of a horse.
Despite the hard times, her love for these beautiful
and noble animals stays strong and true. If you love
horsesyou will love Diary of a Horse Mad Girl - The Full
Collection.

Witch Twins
From the creators of the hit series, Chicken
Girls—with over 223 million views on
YouTube—comes the first in a series of original
novels. Rhyme knows that this summer is going to be
a bust. All of her friends are on vacation or at dance
camp—without her—and T. K., her maybe-boyfriend,
is away all summer in LA. Rhyme is stuck helping the
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Attaway librarian prepare for the County Fair and
studying for the important “Test Test,” so she can
move up to the next grade and which she failed the
first time. Such a boring summer. But when an
enigmatic set of twins rolls into town, looking for
answers and acceptance, Rhyme gets caught up in a
decades-old mystery of love, intrigue, and danger.
Will Rhyme be able to help the twins and prove once
and for all what she is capable of? Chicken Girls is the
breakout teen series from the Gen Z studio, Brat.
Starring Annie LeBlanc, Brooke Butler, and Indiana
Massara, the show's fourth season premieres this
spring.

Twins
Can Casey and Ali resolve their differences, or has the
troublemaker, Madison created so much drama that
there is no turning back.

Two Little Girls in Blue
Alex and Conner Bailey's world is about to change.
When the twins' grandmother gives them a treasured
fairy-tale book, they have no idea they're about to
enter a land beyond all imagining: the Land of Stories,
where fairy tales are real. But as Alex and Conner
soon discover, the stories they know so well haven't
ended in this magical land - Goldilocks is now a
wanted fugitive, Red Riding Hood has her own
kingdom, and Queen Cinderella is about to become a
mother! The twins know they must get back home
somehow. But with the legendary Evil Queen hot on
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their trail, will they ever find the way? The Land of
Stories: The Wishing Spell brings readers on a thrilling
quest filled with magic spells, laugh-out-loud humour
and page-turning adventure.

Twins - Book 21
TWINS: Book 18: UnforeseenIn this addition to the
exciting Twins series, Meg continues to wreak havoc.
Finally, though, Casey regains control, and it appears
that things between her and Jake might have resolved
themselves. When an unforeseen event occurs, it
throws Casey's life into turmoil, leading to even more
drama and suspense. However, it is the conclusion
that will shock you the most, and you will need to
read through to the end to discover what lies ahead.
Another great book for girls, Twins - Book 18:
Unforeseen, will keep you captivated from start to
finish.

Twins - Book 19: Double Trouble
Books for Girls 9-12: Twins is the exciting and
suspenseful story of twelve year old Casey who
unexpectedly finds herself face to face with a new girl
named Ali Jackson, the latest addition to Casey's class
at school. Usually it would be fun to have a new girl
arrive. But not this time! When Casey realizes that Ali
looks exactly like her, she is not at all impressed. To
make matters even worse, Casey's crush, a boy
named Jake Hanley and the coolest boy in the grade,
takes a sudden interest in Ali, and Casey becomes
more annoyed than ever. "Who is she and why does
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she have my face?" This is one of the many questions
that Casey asks and she is determined to find out the
answer. However, she is not at all prepared for the
outcome. Within a matter of days, her world as she
once knew it is turned upside down and the decisions
she makes lead to consequences beyond her control.
Twins - Book 1: Swapped is a fabulous book for girls
aged 9-12 and is certain to become a new favorite.
School friendships, boy crushes, drama and
excitement combine together to create a suspenseful
and enjoyable story that you will not be able to put
down.

Books for Girls - 4 Great Stories for 8 to
12 Year Olds
Twins - Books 20 and 21 Meg's constant interference
and troublemaking ways finally cause the twins to
lash out. The confrontation is long overdue, and the
girls don't hold back. But Meg leaves a trail of
destruction in her wake, and although harmony is
restored when Meg departs, Casey still has other
issues to face. The bulk of this story is told from
Casey's point of view. Will she be able to solve the
problem with Liam and save her relationship with
Jake? Or is all hope lost? In book 21, the finale to the
series, our favorite twins find themselves faced with
new challenges. Once again, they are unprepared for
what is in store, especially when Ronnie and Holly
seem determined to make life difficult. However,
when a long-awaited announcement is made, the
twins' biggest dream of all, finally does come true.
You are sure to love this book for girls 9-12. It's
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another great story and a wonderful ending to the
Twins collection.

The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell
The remarkable Newbery-winning classic about a
painful sibling rivalry, and one sister’s struggle to
make her own way. "Jacob have I loved, but Esau
have I hated . . ." With her grandmother's taunt,
Louise knew that she, like the biblical Esau, was the
despised elder twin. Caroline, her selfish younger
sister, was the one everyone loved. Growing up on a
tiny Chesapeake Bay island in the early 1940s, angry
Louise reveals how Caroline robbed her of everything:
her hopes for schooling, her friends, her mother, even
her name. While everyone pampered Caroline,
Wheeze (her sister's name for her) began to learn the
ways of the watermen and the secrets of the island,
especially of old Captain Wallace, who had
mysteriously returned after fifty years. The war
unexpectedly gave this independent girl a chance to
fulfill her childish dream to work as a watermen
alongside her father. But the dream did not satisfy the
woman she was becoming. Alone and unsure, Louise
began to fight her way to a place where Caroline
could not reach. Renowned author Katherine Paterson
here chooses a little-known area off the Maryland
shore as her setting for a fresh telling of the ancient
story of an elder twin's lost birthright.

Runaway Twin
4 Books for Girls that you will LOVE! Best Selling
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Authors - Katrina Kahler, Bill Campbell and Kaz
Campbell want to entertain you with these fabulous
stories - Julia Jones' Diary, Diary of a Horse Mad Girl,
Diary of an Almost Cool Girl and Diary of Mr TDH (Tall
Dark and Handsome). These are all the first books of
the series and girls everywhere rave about them.
Perfect for girls aged 8 to 12! Hope you enjoy them!
Julia Jones' Diary - Book 1 - My Worst Day Ever! Diary
of a Horse Mad Girl - Book 1 - My First Pony Diary of
an Almost Cool Girl - Book 1 - Meet Maddi Diary of Mr
TDH - Book 1 - My Life Has Changed

Two Is for Twins
Traumatized by the kidnappings of her twin threeyear-old girls, only one of whom was recovered, a
mother begins a desperate search when her returned
daughter claims that the other twin, believed dead, is
still alive and in mortal danger. Reprint.

Twins - Books 20 And 21
Twins - Book 12: Staying Strong Casey and her twin
sister, Ali face more challenges in the final weeks of
the school year. After a voting poll has been added to
Instagram, Casey's distress escalates especially when
she discovers that her twin is the favorite among their
classmates. But who could possibly be responsible for
something so cruel and mean? Casey suspects Ronnie
as the obvious culprit but could it be someone else?
The bullying continues with further events occurring
that upset Casey even more. Will it ever end and will
Casey now be able to concentrate on her end of year
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exams so that she can join her sister and best friend
at camp? The summer of a lifetime is at risk if things
go wrong! The drama continues on and you will have
to read through to the end to find out what develops
for our favorite pair of twins. All fans of this series are
sure to love this latest addition, another fabulous
book for girls 9 - 12 and beyond.

Julia Jones' Diary - Part Two:
The New Girl - Book 1: The Twins' New NeighborThe
story of Ali and Casey, from the very popular series,
"Twins," continues in this exciting book for girls. When
a new girl named Alexa moves into the neighborhood,
the twins take an avid interest. However, Alexa comes
from a very different background and struggles to
accept her new surroundings, as well as the girls who
seem so intent on getting to know her. Ali, who is
overwhelmed by the changes in her life since her
parents' marriage, decides to pursue Alexa's
friendship, regardless. But will this work out in Ali's
favor, or will her life spiral further out of control?
Sometimes, people are not what they seem. Who is
the new girl? What secrets does she have hidden
away, and what impact will she have on our favorite
twin girls?If you are a fan of the "Twins" series, you're
sure to love this story too. It's full of plot twists and
turns and unexpected surprises -- a fabulous book for
girls.

The Girl in the Mirror
Books for Girls 9-12: Twins Book 2 continues the
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exciting and suspenseful story of two look-alike girls
who have discovered the life-changing that secret
their parents have managed to keep hidden from
them since birth. But when Casey and Ali decide to
use their newfound knowledge to have some fun
whilst on camp, dire consequences unfold. Will the
pair be caught out or will they manage to keep their
secret intact? Then, when Jake Hanley, the very cute
boy from school shows an interest in both girls, things
become more complicated than ever. You will love the
continuation of this wonderful series. It includes more
drama, suspense, boy crushes and friendships that
will keep you entertained and on the edge of your
seat wondering what is going to happen next. A
fabulous book for girls that all young readers will
enjoy.

Twins
A charming set of twins make the most of their
imaginations in this board book companion to
Bathtime for Twins. Hooray! We love to play! What
will we do today? The twins are ready for some fun!
Laugh along as these cheerful siblings make some
noise, read about rocket ships, seesaw, and more
before they wave good-bye to the sun as it sets and
head for home. Pitch-perfect rhyming text from
author Ellen Weiss and soft, engaging images from
bestselling illustrator Sam Williams showcase the
twins’ appealing personalities and capture all the joy
of playtime!

Twins
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“ . . . an impressive, commanding novel about black
girl magic . . . The Goddess Twins is an emotive and
powerful feminist novel that inspires the innate
goddess in every girl..” —Foreword Reviews “Family
bonds create the magic in this stirring fantasy.”
—Kirkus Reviews It’s days before your eighteenth
birthday, but your mother is missing and suddenly
you have supernatural powers. What are you willing
to face to discover the truth of who you really are?
After years of traveling the world, black identical
twins Aurora and Arden think they’ve settled into
normalcy in Ohio. But days before their eighteenth
birthday, the snarky twins develop powers in
telekinesis and telepathy―at the same time that their
famous mother, who’s on tour in London, disappears.
Searching for answers and determined to rescue her,
the sisters unearth truths that threaten to extinguish
their bond and demolish their strength as individuals.
Can they trust their beguiling, newly discovered
British cousins when they barely trust one another?
Should they heed the warnings of their immortal
grandmother, a Patoi-chatting goddess, who says
she’s friendly with The Fates and can see inside a
person’s very soul? In order to succeed in their quest,
these goddess twins must work together, master their
powers, and unveil a horrifying, century-old family
mystery. Otherwise, they may not live to see
eighteen―or their mother again.

What to Do When You're Having Two
Diary of a Super Girl - Book 6: Saving the WorldIn this
new addition to the Diary of a Super Girl series, Super
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Teen is faced with even more challenges than ever
before. But as well as fighting bad guys and saving
the planet, she is also faced with mean girls at school
and a serious dilemma about her BFF. She discovers it
is everyday challenges such as these that concern her
the most. But in true Super Teen style, Lia battles on,
continuing to tackle everything in her path. She even
learns several lessons along the way. The laughs
continue on in this fabulous and funny book. Just like
the others in the series, it will keep you entertained
until the very end. It is another great book for girls of
all ages and for anyone who enjoys a good superhero
story.

The Third Twin
Thirteen-year-old Sunny, accompanied by a stray dog,
takes advantage of a windfall to travel from her
Nebraska foster home to Enumclaw, Washington, to
find the twin sister from whom she was separated at
age three.

Saving the World
Originally published as individual titles.

Chicken Girls
The discovery of a dragon's egg in the forest brings
about great changes in the school life of Molly. Given
the task of keeping the dragon safe and a secret is a
huge ask for a teenage girl. Eventually one of the
students discover's Molly's secret. Will she be helpful
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or will she expose Molly and the Academy for not
destroying a dragon? Girls aged 9-12 will love Book 5
of this series.

Nothing to See Here
Instant International Bestseller "Ferociously
entertaining. A novel like a triathlon: part evil-twin
thriller, part howdunit (or did-she-do-it?), part juicy
family drama. Drop Knives Out and Double Indemnity
into the blender, shake some Dead Calm over the
froth, power it on, and you’ve got a cocktail like The
Girl in the Mirror—fresh, flavorful, and utterly
intoxicating." —AJ Finn, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Woman in the Window
Written with the chilling, twisty suspense of The Wife
Between Us and Something in the Water, a seductive
debut thriller about greed, lust, secrets, and deadly
lies involving identical twin sisters. Twin sisters Iris
and Summer are startlingly alike, but beyond what
the eye can see lies a darkness that sets them apart.
Cynical and insecure, Iris has long been envious of
Summer’s seemingly never-ending good fortune,
including her perfect husband Adam. Called to
Thailand to help her sister sail the family yacht to the
Seychelles, Iris nurtures her own secret hopes for
what might happen on the journey. But when she
unexpectedly finds herself alone in the middle of the
Indian Ocean, everything changes. When she makes it
to land, Iris allows herself to be swept up by Adam,
who assumes that she is Summer. Iris recklessly goes
along with his mistake. Not only does she finally have
the golden life she’s always envied, with her sister
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gone, she’s one step closer to the hundred-milliondollar inheritance left by her manipulative father. All
Iris has to do is be the first of his seven children to
produce an heir. Iris’s “new” life lurches between
glamorous dream and paranoid nightmare. On the
edge of being exposed, how far will she go to ensure
no one discovers the truth? And just what did happen
to Summer on that yacht? Only Iris knows . . .

Books for Girls - Twins
TWINS: Book 14: Envy In this exciting addition to the
'Twins' series, Casey and Ali face more unexpected
problems as Ali competes for Liam's attention. Neither
of the girls ever anticipated the rift that develops or
the envy that follows. For Ali, in particular, this is an
emotion she is unfamiliar with. While Madison
continues to cause havoc, the other girls attempt to
ignore her but this proves to be very difficult
especially when her annoying behavior leads to
frightful circumstances that affect everyone at the
camp. This is another great addition to the series and
includes even more drama and suspense, a great
book for girls 9-12 and beyond.

The Girls
Publication information obtained from Amazon.com.

Books for Girls - Twins
On the eve of their thirteenth birthday, identical twins
Chloe and Sue agree to get matching tattoos to prove
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their bond is stronger than DNA. So begins Twins,
Marcy Dermansky’s funny and disturbingly honest
debut novel, the extraordinary story of blonde,
beautiful twin sisters trying to survive adolescence
and each other. Over the course of five years, Chloe
and Sue overcome breakups, unhappy Hawaiian
vacations, unicycle lessons, eating disorders, pill
abuse, and their first painful explorations of love and
sex. Told in alternating voices, Twins introduces two
new unforgettable heroines on the verge, in a
spellbinding tale of teen angst, obsession, and
redemption in the suburbs.

Twins: Book 18: Unforeseen: Books for
Girls
When India falls to her death from a bridge over a
railway, her sister Poppy returns home to Brighton for
the first time in years. Unconvinced by official
explanations, Poppy begins her own investigation into
India’s death. But the deeper she digs, the closer she
comes to uncovering deeply buried secrets. Could
Matthew Temple, the boyfriend she abandoned, be
involved? And what of his powerful and wealthy
parents, and his twin sister, Ana? Enter the
mysterious and ethereal Jenny: the girl Poppy
discovers after hacking into India’s laptop. What is
exactly is she hiding, and what did India discover? A
twisty, dark and sexy debut thriller set in the winding
lanes and underbelly of Brighton, centring around the
social media world, where resentments and
accusations are played out, identities made and
remade, and there is no such thing as the truth.
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‘Sharp, confident writing, as dark and twisty as the
Brighton Lanes’ Peter James ‘Superb up-to-the-minute
thriller. Prepare to be seriously disturbed’ Paul Finch
‘Crackles with tension’ Karen Dionne ‘This chilling,
claustrophobic tale set in Brighton introduces an
original, fresh new voice in crime fiction’ Cal Moriarty
‘The writing shines from every page of this twisted
tale debuts don’t come sharper than this’ Ruth
Dugdall ‘A cracker of a debut! I couldn’t put it down’
Paula Daly

Playtime for Twins
Until now, freedom-minded parents had no
educational material to teach their children the
concepts of liberty. The Tuttle Twins series of books
helps children learn about political and economic
principles in a fun and engaging manner. With colorful
illustrations and a fun story, your children will follow
Ethan and Emily as they learn about liberty!

The New Girl-Book 1
Twins - Book 21: A Dream Come True This book is the
finale to the fabulous Twins series and includes more
excitement, drama, and romance. While life has taken
a positive turn for the two girls, Casey and Ali find
themselves faced with new challenges. Once again,
they are unprepared for what is in store, especially
when Ronnie and Holly seem determined to make
things difficult. However, a long-awaited
announcement is made and the twins' biggest dream
of all, finally does come true. You are sure to love this
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book for girls 9-12. It's another great story and a
wonderful ending to the Twins collection.
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